Written Notice
Of
Emergency Contract

Over a period of time and during routine yearly inspection, it was determined that the existing corrugated metal pipe has deteriorated severely and would need to be replaced immediately. This warranted the District Infrastructure Section to address this situation immediately and start the process to execute an Emergency Lump Sum Contract.

The North Kings Highway Pipe Replacement emergency repair work includes the following scope:

- Remove and Replace Existing 96 LF of 39” x 32” CMP with a 36-inch minimum Class III RCP, dispose pipe and, other surplus and unsuitable materials
- Remove and Replace existing 32 LF of 21 inch CMP pipe with a 24 inch RCP in the pipe network
- Replace fill material with VDOT approved material
- Place aggregate No. 21B (10” Min Depth)
- Place Asphalt Concrete BM-25.0A (6” Min Depth)
- Place Asphalt Concrete SM-9.5D (1.5” Min Depth)
- Pavement Restoration, a minimum of 25’ each side of the trench width with 6” BM-25.0A and 1.5” of SM-9.5D
- Replace and Modify Existing Manholes as necessary to complete installation of pipes
- Perform Post Installation Inspection of the Pipes

Route: 241
Project No.: 0241-029-099
Location: N Kings Highway at Timothy Place / Fort Farnsworth Rd
County: Fairfax
Contractor: Arthur Construction Co., Inc.

Date Awarded / Executed: September 22, 2014

District Maintenance Engineer